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the root of freedom.’9 Hammond centres such
a loss of control in his practice and in the process
of making work in the studio. There then follows
a wrestling back of that control through the
installation period and the making public of that
work. As Hammond recently commented,
‘sometimes it’s important to say: “this is something
I’ve made and I’m aware it’s not quite working.”
I love that idea, and that’s why I’ve always cut holes
in or attached things to paintings and broken
things. It’s like self-destruction in a sense. But
in turn that creates the work.’10 This lo-fi strategy
problem solves by fracturing the idea itself,
achieving a state of deliberate ruin. Breakdown
is once again constitutive: it’s a connective thread
between these three artists. They share a willingness
to remain alive to the transformative potential
of everyday exchanges. What emerges is a palpable
reminder of the joyous textures to be found in our
shared commonplace.
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Other artists
The American film critic and painter
Manny Farber’s concept of ‘termite
art,’ coined in a 1962 essay for the
journal Film Culture, admires those
artists and performers who
demonstrate anti-heroic and
anti-monumental tendencies. His theory offers
us a string of examples (meandering across film
and visual art) of practices that valorise
the close at hand by exhibiting ‘bug-like
immersion in a small area without
point or aim.’1 The ‘yawning production
of overripe technique’ found in Farber’s
you-know-it-when-you-see-it ‘white elephant
art’ discovers its opposite number in termite
art’s ‘eager, industrious, unkempt activity’:
precisely the kind of labour that is often
overlooked and undervalued.
Farber’s admiration for the dishevelled and distrust
of glamourisation hum in the background of this
shared exhibition. To be unkempt is to disregard
polish and perfection. Perhaps more importantly,
it creates the possibility of making work from a place
of non-work. The possibility of moving forward
without a plan. It is from this site of spontaneity that
we trust something productive and sustaining will
emerge. Inspired by Farber’s premise, this exhibition
situates itself in the realm of the routine and
humdrum: the stuff we normally overlook or indeed
disdain in our daily lives. The ungainly pile of
washing up, the seemingly self-filling laundry basket,
the smudged fingerprints adorning the handle of
an in-demand kettle. Our everyday spaces – which
may, of course, be deeply contested spaces – and the
minutiae of daily experience have become enlarged
within our field of vision. The small stuff has taken
over. The commonplace is our collective: that which
remains definitively unfixed and entropic.

city’s many formal and informal artistic networks.
Kate Davis, Charlie Hammond and Hayley
Tompkins have known each other for years,
but this is their first exhibition collaboration and,
in preparation, the first time they had undertaken
reciprocal studio visits. Like many artists, they have
swapped artworks over the years, and each live with
things made by the others – be that a chair, drawing
or lamp. In choosing to work together in a shared
space, the staging of their exhibition – its physical
realisation – becomes part of the work itself. It’s a
two-part structure that recalls Farber’s own concerns
when he wrote:

This group show is built on cooperation and
friendship manifesting in a shared space, in
deliberate contrast to the atomisation of single-family
homes and individual studio spaces. It moves with
and through three artists with unique energies and
practices. Their territories are distinct, yet they share
a certain ethos that allows them to work in this way.
As a peer group they are their own support
structure; one that is built on the foundations of this

In moving with Farber from the vertical plane of
easel painting (upright and distanced from the world
it discerns) to the horizontal terrain of ‘ambulatory
creation,’ we come to inhabit a deindividuated space
that many others have recognised for its radical
potential. A few years ago, Helen Molesworth
curated a group exhibition in Los Angeles that
stitched together a deeply personal patchwork of
artists and ideas with Farber and termite art at their
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The important trait of termite-fungus-centipede
art is an ambulatory creation which is an act
both of observing and being in the world, a
journeying in which the artist seems to be
ingesting both the material of his art and the
outside world through horizontal coverage.2
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centre, in which she argued persuasively for being
in the world/work of the everyday. Her language was
textural and environmental, prioritising multiplicity
and growth: ‘The everyday implies an endlessly
horizontal proliferation of concerns, each with
its own specific tonality, each with its own
tributaries.’3
Painter Amy Sillman has also shone a spotlight on
Farber, with her recent MoMA ‘Artist’s Choice’
exhibition The Shape of Shape. One stated intention
for her engagement with MoMA’s vast collection was
to find ‘the Termite [artist]s in its Storehouse.’ In her
accompanying zine, Sillman furthered a link between
Termite art/artists and drawing as ‘an activity not
founded on logic but made up of contingencies,
overflow, stray parts – a process that might be
described as working blind, like a mole, or a beaver
building a thatch…’4 This burrowing method
suggests movement and progress without necessarily
having sight of what’s ahead: drawing as a gesture
that resists containment in favour of accumulation
across a dispersed field. It’s the good kind of mess.
When Sillman elsewhere noted that ‘drawing is the
mechanism through which I feel/think the world,’
she too prioritised a space that enabled the horizontal
unspooling of her drawing, in all its scruffy
subjectivity: what she termed a conversation
in motion.5
The three artists at hand share an interest in working
with paper, in a rollcall of its modest incarnations:
lined Moleskine pages; backs of torn envelopes used
for shopping lists and other household notations;
rolls of light brown paper rescued from a recycling
centre; mass-produced paper lampshades. Sillman
understands the conversations that drawing both
enables and enacts as habit forming. Likewise, this
is the type of work that might sustain a daily
practice, centred on humble, small-scale paper
supports. Tompkins has groups of works on paper
she produces seasonally, in a glut – like courgettes.
In a concentrated period of time, she works over
numerous sheets at once, mark-making in the same,
slightly off-key, colours across multiple notebook
pages. She likens this process to the drawings
growing at the same time: they emerge into being
as some sort of collective, in a strange echo of the
exhibition itself. There is something expansive and
explorative in this untethered way of working that
oscillates between creating a structure and breaking
one apart. Void of pictorial intention but alive with
painterly gesture, they are the ‘ground and sky’,
as Tompkins likens it, to the precise figuration found
in Davis’s references to the still life tradition and the
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aerial perspective on specimens recorded by
seventeenth-century botanical illustrator and
naturalist Maria Sibylla Merian. The scientific
accuracy of the Flaw drawings’ renderings of dust
and dirt sweepings from Davis’s home might inhabit
a different temporality, but breakdown is equally
productive for the work. As a material strategy
for Hammond and Tompkins, or a moment of
identification within Davis’s work, the termite-mulch
chewing on an idea, process or material is both
destructive and creative, a place of fertilisation
and renewal.
Long percolating conversations and friendships
shape this mossy, low-level space of indeterminate
growth and scuttling journeys. These are not artists
brought together by way of curatorial blind date.
This is the informality of friendship migrating into
co-working and a shared making public. We can
recognise this way of working in the practice of Franz
West, who utilised the Viennese coffee houses of the
1960s and 1970s as his extended network of
friendship and collaboration or, as he explained:
‘I came to art via the places where artists meet, places
where you would go and sit.’6 The Austrian gallerist
and curator Peter Pakesch described this coming
together slightly differently when he observed: ‘Franz
found it easy to transform everyday objects. [… He]
revelled in the idea of exchange, his philosophy of
collecting people as well as pieces of art is everywhere
in his work. Franz was a big fan of other artists.’7
We might say the same of these three.
Their resulting process is built on trust, on taking
the risk that working cooperatively will pay off.
Of course, that is impossible to determine in
advance: you can’t know if trust will be part of the
equation until you start working together. Equally,
the three artists won’t know if their shared idea
succeeds until the installation itself is complete.
There is a lightness of touch that permeates this
arrangement, where space is left for improvisational
gestures. No work operates in reaction to another.
The whole is contingent on familiarity, commonality
and awareness. Naturally, in any group show there is
a moment of negotiation, of moving things around,
of butting up against each other. Certain structures
have been put in place to assist with these necessities
of delineation. The centralised washing line acts
as a place of suspension, support and practicality
in terms of extra hanging space. The framing of
vigorous painterly drawings adds complexity and
certainty to things which emerged unplanned and
improvisational. The arrangements accept delicacy
and difficulty, a certain awkwardness, even.

There has been an infusion of time and care that
reinforces this architecture of trust.
It makes it possible to ask: what is really necessary,
to produce an exhibition? What unnecessary labour
and materials can be avoided, in order to focus
on the labours that truly matter, in this moment?
Perhaps it’s about arriving prepared, but also being
prepared to test things out, to the point of even
relinquishing some ground. Painting isn’t validated
by virtue of a stretched canvas or imposing scale.
Maybe what really matters, this show suggests,
is making space for material play:
establishing a relationship with
an object and with others,
to make of this dynamic
field something both
intimate and habitual.
The conversations I’ve
had with these artists –
to inform this essay, both
this year and last – imply that
there will be more than a few
moments where their work
comes together, physically and
conceptually. Propping, touching
and supporting this closeness.

future.”8 This reminds us of the frisson
of friendship: that its improvisatory
structures embody risk
is a big part of why
we need them,
shaping our
day to day.

Unsurprisingly, Davis, Hammond and Tompkins
fit their work around family commitments. This
is not shut out from the work, but rather a situation
that feeds directly into its benevolent care towards
both objects and people. Davis addresses the shame
and guilt that circle the unswept floor: it is a choice
to neglect it and prioritise the labour of artistic
work instead. These everyday negotiations ultimately
require us to accept our flaws, and accept what isn’t
going to get done, in order to carry on. Kindness to
ourselves and to others is central to the making and
preparation of what comes together in this space.
The extension to Farber’s termite logic of working
with no fixed goal or intention produces something
that destabilises binaries like public/private; risk/
safety; home/institution, artwork/functional object.
Friendship likewise offers us a model of breakdown:
an unsettling of oppositional structures like home/
work, private/public, fleeting/sustained. Leela
Gandhi glossed friendship’s opening onto the
provisional when she proposed that ‘Derrida […]
recognizes in the unscripted relation of “friendship”
an improvisational politics appropriate to
communicative, sociable utopianism, investing
it with a vision of radical democracy: yet “to come,”
“indefinitely perfectible,” “always insufficient and
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As carla
bergman and
Nick Montgomery
argued in the context
of its potency within spaces
of radical activism: ‘friendship
is being revalued: not as a bond
between individuals, but as an
ethical relation that remakes us,
together, in an ongoing process
of becoming otherwise. […] Through
friendship or kinship we undo ourselves
and become new, in potentially radical and
dangerous ways. In this sense, friendship is at

